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Buying a Period Property can be seen as a good investment as the initial capital 
expenditure can be somewhat lower than buying a Non-Period Property and this can 
be true in many cases.

The drawback that can hit new Period Property buyers and investors are the costs 
that are hidden in plain sight which the unwary and new buyers cannot see.

I hope this small guide will help you see what is in plain sight and what is not in plain 
sight.

First of all:

This is very important, and the reasons are quite simple. The surveyor will most 
likely not be fully trained in Period Property assessment and will most likely not see 
what an experienced Period Property Survey will see.

When we are helping people AFTER they have bought their property, they are 
shocked to see how a Period Property Surveyor approaches the assessment of their 
property.

DO NOT RELY ON A GENERIC MORTGAGE SURVEY

The right surveyor will be looking for:

1. Structural Stability of Property

2. Identifying Defects internally and externally

3. Inspection of roof Structure

4. Inspection of Drainage and foundation

Once the surveyor has ascertained  
these important points the restoration 
needs can be quantified fully.
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GET A FULL ‘INTENSIVE’ SURVEY WITH A 
QUALIFIED PERIOD PROPERTY SURVEYOR

Yes this is an extra cost when you are purchasing your Period Property 
but this investment can be returned tenfold and can in fact save you even 
more by advising you NOT to buy the property you are looking at unless 
you have a war chest for restoration of a specific amount.

This survey is imperative for ANY purchase of ANY period property.

The survey will incorporate the following points which are imperative 
to be covered in a Period Property Survey:

1

2

3

4

Inspection of existing 
materials 

Removal of material fabric to 
identify cause of defect

Keeping accurate records of 
material removal

Review of any alterations which have 
been carried out with listed building 
consent or planning permission
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This process can be either quick or very slow depending on the approach 
taken with the submissions for the restoration work to be undertaken.

It is essential they are prepared in the correct manner covering points 
that do not usually come up in a traditional planning application. 

Planning application for Period Properties can also take longer if they are 
complex so providing the authorities with concise and simple application 
can be a key to lessening approval times.

The essential points that need to be covered in a Period Property  
Listed Building Consent Application are as follows:

Lime Heritage works with expert heritage consultants who help us 
ensure that Listed Building Consent is sought when required, that your 
applications are comprehensive, and your approvals are gained as 
quickly as possible.

Show any alterations which 
affect the building’s special 
interest – external or internal.

LISTED BUILDING CONSENT FOR RESTORATION 
ON PERIOD PROPERTIES

Record extensions and 
floorplan alterations on a 
set of scaled ‘existing’ and 
‘proposed’ drawings 

Include specifications and detailed 
drawings where extensive repair, 
restoration and new work is proposed

Include a heritage statement to 
explain the historic significance of 
the affected building and justification 
for the works against relevant 
planning policy and guidance
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR PROPERTY

BREATHING

Sound silly I know but understanding how your Period 
Property was originally constructed is important to 
learn so that you can have an affinity to understanding 
it’s needs when you are looking at restoration.
Trying to use digital skills in an analogue world can 
lead to serious setbacks and it is exactly the same 
when you are restoring your Period Property.
Remember you’re RESTORING your Period Property 
NOT renovating, you’re NEVER renovating!!

Period Properties, Listed Building and Historic Building 
were built in different times with different materials and 
physical property demands.
These buildings breathe. They were built to move and 
breathe with the materials used which are very different 
from building materials in use today. Trying to force 
modern materials into Period Properties is a recipe for 
disaster for the building and for your financials.
My best advice is to work with your building and feed it 
what it needs material wise so that the building can breathe 
in the way it has done for so many years before you arrived.
I hope this little guide helps you understand your Period Property better. Always 
know you can call us at Lime Heritage, and we are happy to advise.
Enjoy your Period Property.
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